
How To Come Down From A Cannabis High



Signs of Being “Too High”

Racing Heartbeat

Dizziness

Nausea

Paranoia

Sweats or Chills

Di�culty Speaking

TOTALLY Freaking Out



8 E�ective Steps For Coming Down From A High

Eat More Food:

Food gives your body fuel to continue to digest whatever has been consumed. If it’s an edible, this will dilute the amount 
of cannabinoids digested at one time. Food is also a comfort that can allow us to relax when a high becomes too much.

1.

Drink More Water:

Staying hydrated can make a big di�erence in your cannabis 
experience. Your uncomfortable high could be a result of lack of 
water, and the side e�ects that come with it. Make sure to continue 
to stay hydrated, allowing your body to consistently �ush itself.

2.

Terpene Therapy:

Cannabis shares terpene pro�les with many other plants and fruits 
that are commonly enjoyed. By applying counteracting terpenes, 
you can reverse the process. Options like Lavender, Lemon Juice 
and/or Black Pepper/Peppercorns help relax the body and 
potentially minimize the e�ects of cannabis terpenes on the body.

3.
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Drink Ca�eine:

While won’t stop your high, it can help you refocus and direct your attention away from your discomfort. It can 
also help the brain with clarity and ward o� the sense of fogginess or lethargy that comes with getting too high.

4.

Take a Shower/Nap:

Depending on how your body reacts to 
cannabis, a quick shower or a short nap can 
allow the body to reset naturally. The quick 
change in temperature will jolt the brain and 
body, allowing you to “snap out of it”. A nap will 
let you “sleep it o�” and is often easier after 
you’ve stu�ed your belly full of munchies.

5.



Try a Dose of CBD:

CBD has been proven to naturally reduce anxiety and bring our minds & bodies back to homeostasis. When 
someone has a negative experience with cannabis and gets “too high” CBD can be consumed and the person will 
actually start to mellow out and come back down.

6.

Distract Yourself:

Cannabis a�ects our ability to focus. One of the greatest shortcomings of cannabis is also a major bene�ts if 
you’ve spent the last half hour Googling “has anyone overdosed from cannabis”. Find something else and try to 
think about it for a few minutes. Whether that new focus is making a playlist, going for a walk, coloring, cleaning, 
or simply changing rooms, a deliberate refocus can make it easier to minimize your discomfort.

7.
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Breathing Exercises:

Take deep, calming breaths; in through your 
nose and out through your mouth.

8.



Most asked question when 
someone is too high:

Should I call 911 or go to the hospital?

Answer:

No. There’s currently no accepted 
“treatment” or “stop” to cannabis 
consumption or overconsumption. 
Hospitals will likely just make you sit 
there and wait it out. That’s right, even 
the hospitals know that cannabis has to 
run its course. And, no, they won’t sedate 
you to make it any easier.


